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Key risks in a changing climate (IPCC 2014)
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SPØRSMÅLENE SAMFUNNET STILLER OM KLIMA
DREIER SEG OM FAREN FOR:
• Konflikter
• Migranter
• Ekstremvær
• Fattigdom

OG OM HVORDAN MAN SKAL BESKYTTE SAMFUNNET
• Infrastruktur
• Vaksiner

Hva pokkern skal
en stakkar svare?
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Hva pokkern skal
en stakkar gjøre?

Vitenskapelig
usikkerhet
har noe å
gjøre med
hvor sikre vi
er.

Quantitative Risk Assessment:

Climate Projection Risk &
Uncertainty Assessment
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• Coordinated climate modelling experiments at a variety of
modelling centres around the world performed using
common future-forcing scenarios have become the
standard for producing climate projections (Knutti and
Sedláček, 2013).
• The literature generally recommends that the uncertainty
in climate projections be assessed through the estimation
of internal, I(t); model, M(t); and scenario, S(t),
uncertainties, where the total projection uncertainty, T(t),
is the sum of these three: T(t) = I(t) + M(t) + S(t).
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• Coordinated climate modelling experiments at a variety of
modelling centres around the world performed using
common future-forcing scenarios have become the
standard for producing climate projections (Knutti and
Sedláček, 2013).
• The literature generally recommends that the uncertainty
in climate projections be assessed through the estimation
of internal, I(t); model, M(t); and scenario, S(t),
uncertainties, where the total projection uncertainty, T(t),
is the sum of these three: T(t) = I(t) + M(t) + S(t).

MODEL
UNCERTAINTY
RELATED TO CLIMATE
SENSITIVITY
‘Climate sensitivity’ is intended as a measure of how fast
Earth responds to changes in atmospheric CO2
concentration. The estimate has remained fairly constant
for 40 years: In 1979 a committee convened by the
National Academy of estimated climate sensitivity to be 3
°C, plus or minus 1.5 °C. At that time, only two sets of
models were available; one exhibited a climate sensitivity
of 2 °C, the other exhibited a climate sensitivity of 4 °C.
Thirty-five years later, the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report
came to the same conclusion. Specifically, it stated:
‘Equilibrium climate sensitivity is likely in the range 1.5 °C
to 4.5 °C (high confidence), extremely unlikely less than 1
°C (high confidence), and very unlikely greater than 6 °C
(medium confidence)’.

WE RANDOMLY SELECTED 20
SUBSETS OF EQUAL SIZE AS
THE HIGH-ECS AND LOW-ECS
SETS FROM FULL LIST OF
MODELS AND CALCULATED
THE MODEL UNCERTAINTY
FOR EACH SUBSET. THE
FIGURE SHOWS THAT:
1. it is very unlikely that reduction
in modelling uncertainty should
have happened by chance.
2. model uncertainty is strongly
related to model’s physics and
feedbacks.

BACK TO CLIMATE SENSITIVITY
• There is, in our opinion, no reason to think that climate sensitivity should be constant
over time: complex systems do not respond linearly to forcing (case in point: the
response of human bodies to external stress).
• We may not know for a long time whether models with high or low climate sensitivities
are more relevant for the twenty-first century projections. However, to be prepared for
the key risks of climate change we must provide advice to decision-makers despite these
very large uncertainties.
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The Earth’s primary production:
very adverse demands on land and in the ocean
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HVORFOR ER VIND- OG SPESIELT NEDBØR-SENSITIVITETEN
TIL CO2-UTSLIPP SÅ NÆR KNYTTET TIL
TEMPERATURSENSITIVITET?
• decades of research have taught us which physical processes and feedback mechanisms are
important for determining a model’s climate sensitivity. According to the latest climate
assessment (IPCC, 2013), the water vapour/lapse rate, albedo and cloud feedbacks are the
principal determinants of Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity (ECS).
• A recent study of climate sensitivity in 43 CMIP5 climate models (Sherwood et al., 2014)
show that differences in the simulated strength of convective mixing between the lower and
middle tropical troposphere explain about half the variance in climate sensitivity. This makes
sense – we know for instance that operational forecast models are quite sensitive to the
choice of turbulent mixing scheme within the lower troposphere and that a realistic
representation of the turbulent mixing is needed to accurately portray the vertical
thermodynamic and kinematic profiles of the atmosphere (Cohen et al., 2015).

SÅ, TILBAKE TIL STARTEN

A downscaling experiment typically involves one RCM
and a maximum of three to five GCMs (Mearns et al.,
2012; Katzfey et al., 2016). This is inconsistent with the
GCM perspective, where the multi-model ensembles are
thought to be best basis for estimating projection
uncertainties. But computing power sets a limit.

The subset of GCMs to be used as boundary condition to the
RCMs is normally selected based on ranking methods of
models performance in terms of their ability to simulate
important climate phenomena (such as El Nino and the North
Atlantic Oscillation) and to reproduce historical observations,
such as temperature, precipitation, sea level pressure records.

OPPSUMMERING
• Usikkerhet i klimamodellene er knyttet opp mot klimasensitiviteten, altså er ikke spredningen hvit støy
• Det er veldig lenge til vi kommer til å vite hvilken sensitivitet som er mest relevant for det 21 århundrede, likevel må
vi gi råd om effekter og tiltak.
• Det kan da være nyttig å velge input basert på spørsmålene man skal svare på• One could pick a set of high-sensitive climate models if one’s aim is to provide advice guided by the precautionary
principle. The precautionary principle states that if an action or policy has a suspected risk of causing harm to the public or to
the environment, in the absence of a scientific consensus that the action or policy is not harmful, the burden of proof that it is
not harmful falls on those taking an action. This principle was included in the 1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and
Development and in the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, and has later been incorporated into
many international agreements. In order to offer advice within the framework of the precautionary principle, one needs to
make impact assessments based on the high-sensitivity projections (i.e. the worst case).
• On the other hand, one could pick a set of low-sensitive climate models if one wishes to address the question: what is the least
that can happen? What must we prepare for?

